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Introduction. This paper has two purposes. First, it is to give general inter-

polation theorems which allow one to change measures simultaneously with

changing exponents of the Lp classes concerned. These theorems are general-

izations of theorems of M. Riesz [7] and Marcinkiewicz [4]. The idea of inter-

polating between measure seems to have been implicit for some time. The

general situation has, however, only recently been investigated. (See e.g.

[2] and [8].)

Our second purpose is to apply these techniques. In §§3 and 4, we shall

prove theorems for unbounded orthonormal systems which generalize known

results for bounded orthonormal systems. These theorems are extensions of

theorems of Paley, Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [5], and  Pitt [6].

§1 will be devoted to necessary definitions and statements of needed

known results. §2 will contain the general interpolation theorems.

1. Definitions and statement of general results. Let (M, 93J, p) and

(N, yi, v) be two measure spaces. We will consider only measurable, real or

complex-valued functions on these two spaces. In this paper we will establish

a generalization of the well known convexity theorem of M. Riesz (Theorem

(1.1) below) and give some applications of this new theorem to certain ortho-

normal series. In order to do this we will need to establish some notation and

give a few definitions.

Suppose T is a mapping of a class of functions on M into a class of func-

tions on N. T is called a sublinear operator if it satisfies the following prop-

erties:

(i)  If/=/i+/2 and Tft (i=l, 2) are defined then Tf is defined;

(ii)   | T(fx+f2) | ^ | Tf\\ + | Tf2\ almost everywhere;

(iii)  For any scalar k, we have | T(kf)\ =\k\\ Tf\  almost everywhere.

Let p, g2t 1 be two real numbers. We say that T is of type (p, q) in case T

is defined for all functions/ in L"(M, W, ju) and there exists a positive num-

ber, K, independent of/such that

llr/||3, ̂ ll/IU

where
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Ml,* ~( fJ Tfl'frf"
and

ii/il = (/j/Nm)1/p.

We can also introduce types (», q), (p,  oo) and (<»,  oo) by allowing the

norms in the first inequality to be Z°°-norms; i.e. ||g||0O = essential supremum of

Id-
If A is a function defined on N and y>0, we will let EyE^Sl be the set of

all x in A such that [A(x)| >y. The distribution function, X = Xa, of |A| will

then be defined by letting

X(y) = v(Ev)       for all y > 0.

Now suppose T is of type (p, q) and set h=Tf for/ in LP(M, 9K, /u). Letting X

be the distribution function of | A| we see that

y(\(y)yi" = ( j y"dv\  " g ( J   | k\<dv\  " ̂  (f \ h\*dv\  * g P||/||P,„.

Thus we have shown that

\(y) ^ (Ky-if\\p.„y.

We shall say that a sublinear operator, T, is of weak type (p, q) in case the

domain of P includes LP(M, 9JJ, /*) and the above inequality is satisfied for

all/in this space, with K independent of /. If q= °o we let weak type be the

same as type (p, oo).

One form of the convexity theorem of M. Riesz is the following:

Theorem (1.1). If T is a sublinear operator of types (po, qo) and (pi, qi),

with constants K0 and Ki respectively, and if p—pt, q = qt, where O^t^l, are

defined by

1/p = (1 - t)(l/po) + t(l/pi) and 1/q = (1 - t)(l/q0) + t(l/qi)

then T is of type (p, q). More precisely, for any f in LP(M, W, p) Tf is defined

and

(1.2) ||r/||9i, rgp^ViH/IU

Inequality (1.2) asserts that the norm of the operator T, as a function

of t, is logarithmically convex. M. Riesz [7] proved this result in a somewhat

different setting, obtaining inequalities involving certain linear forms. His

theorem, however, is essentially the same as (1.1) under the added hypotheses

that P is a linear operator acting on real-valued functions and pj^q, (/ = 0, 1).
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The fact that Theorem (1.1) is true for a linear operator, T, acting on com-

plex-valued functions is due to Thorin [9]. The extension to sublinear oper-

ators is due to Calderon and Zygmund [l].

There are sublinear operators, however, that fail to be one or both of

the types (pi, qi) (i = 0, 1), but are of weak types (pi, g,-), and, in addition, are

of types (pt, qt) when 0<i<l. An example is furnished by mapping a

Lebesgue integrable function defined on (0, 27r) into its conjugate function.

Kolmogoroff showed [3] that this linear operator is of weak type (1, 1) and

it is easy to check that it is also of type (2, 2). A well known inequality of

M. Riesz [10] asserts, in particular, that this mapping is of type (p, p) lor

all p satisfying Kp^2. An important sublinear, but not linear, operator

with exactly these properties is the mapping of a function in Ll(Q, 2ir) into

its Hardy-Littlewood maximal function [10 ].

Marcinkiewicz showed [4] that the above facts are special cases of a more

general situation. His theorem can be stated as follows^):

Theorem (1.3). If T is a sublinear operator of weak types (pi, qi), where

Pi^qi, i = 0, 1, then T is of type (pt, qt) whenever 0</<l.

We shall now show that both Theorems (1.1) and (1.3) can be put in more

general form.

2. Generalizations of the theorems of Riesz and Marcinkiewicz. Suppose

/io and ui are two measures on W. Let ju = /j0+Mi> then tio and hi are each ab-

solutely continuous with respect to pt. Thus, by the Radon-Nikodym theorem,

there exists two functions, cto and «i, such that for any set £ in 3D?

Uj(E) =   fccjdy. O'=0, 1).
J B

In the following we will assume that oto and «i are never zero. This is

equivalent to asserting that the sets of measure zero with respect to /xy

(J = 0, 1) are the same as the sets of measure zero with respect to p.. Thus, in

the various measure spaces that we will consider, the equivalence classes of

functions will always be the same (where, as is well known, two functions

are called equivalent if and only if they differ only on a set of measure 0).

If O^s^Sl we define the measure pt, on 91c by

/"       (1—*)    sa0      aidn
E

for each E in 9JJ.

The following lemma gives us a certain uniqueness result for ti„.

(!) Actually, Marcinkiewicz announced this result for pi = q>. The above theorem and its

proof is given in [ll]. The theorem is true for more general operators than sub-linear ones. We

refer the reader to [ll] for further details.
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Lemma (2.2). Suppose /xy Aas the two representations

(2.3) f ajdn = My(P) =   f ajdn (j = 0. 1).
J E J E

Then

/u-»> « , f _(i-») s ,_a0      aidii =   I   ao      ceid/j.
E J E

for each E in Wl and Q^s^l.

Proof. From (2.3) we have, for any /iy-integrable/,

(2.4) f foLjdv. =   f foLjdfl       (j = 0, 1 and all P in 90?).
J e *J E

In particular, putting /= 1/ay, we obtain

H(E)  =   f d»^   [ (ay/«y)<fM, (j = 0, 1).
J E " E

Thus ao/oto = oL\/a\ almost everywhere. Or, equivalently, a0/(Xi — ao/ai almost

everywhere.

Using this last fact and (2.4) with /= (ai/ao)s we have:

Jao      ctidn =   I   (ao/ai)saodu =   I   (ai/ao)sa0dp =   I   (ai/ao)sctodji

E J E J E J E

/(1-s)    «a0      aidp.

E

which is the desired conclusion.

We now develop some notation needed for the statement of the next

lemma, which contains the basic idea in the proof of the main theorem.

Given two distinct positive real numbers, po and pi, let f be the measure

on 9Jc defined by

(2.5) kp)= f (c^rv'^v
J E

Let 5 = s(t) be the number 5 = (tpt)/pu where O^t^l. Then 1— s = (l —t)pt/po,

since (l-t)p,/po+tpt/pi = l.

Lemma (2.6). There exists a linear mapping, A, of the space of all measura-

ble functions on M into itself such that its restriction to any of the spaces

L"'(M, Wl, LtS(i)), where O^t^l, is an isometry onto the space Lvt(M, 9)c, f).

Proof. We define A by letting 4/= (a'0/«i)I/(P0^Pl)/. Then we have:
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(2.7) I     | Af\   d£ =   I    (ao/cd) I/|     (a   an    ) dft.
J M J M

But using the fact pt = popi/(pi(l—t)-\-pot), we obtain:

pa(pt - pi)/po - pi = i*o/>< - [/></>i(l - 0 + ptpot]/(po - pi) = (1 - /)/><•

Thus (pt — pi)/(po — pi) = (1 —t)pt/po = l —s(t) =the exponent of a0. Similarly,

(Pt — po)/(pi — po) =tpt/pi = s(t). Thus we have shown that

I    | Af\»dt =  [  \f\»dvi.w.
J M J M

But this asserts that A is an isometry. That A is onto is clear, since it has

an inverse. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Now suppose that we are given two measures, va and ei, on the cr-ring of

measurable sets 9J. Then for any r satisfying 0 jSr ^ 1, we can define the meas-

ure vr on Sft. Let Bo and 8i be the functions giving us the measures vo and Vy,

respectively, in a manner completely analogous to the way a0 and «i gave us

the measures juo and iti. Here, again, we assume that neither /30 nor ft are

ever 0. If two positive real numbers, q0 and qu are given, we define the meas-

ure £ on 9t by letting

(2.8) m = f (8T87')mqi'qQ)du

lor each F in ))l. (Where v = vo+vu)

We shall let r(t)=tqt/qu Then 1 — r(t) = (1 — t)qt/qo- Applying Lemma

(2.6) to this situation we obtain a linear mapping, B, of the space of all

measurable functions on N into itself, which, when restricted to the spaces

L"'(N, Sfl, vrW) is an isometry onto L"'(N, % £).

The main result in this section is the following theorem.

Theorem (2.9). Let T be a sublinear operator, mapping functions defined

on M into functions defined on N, having the following two properties:

(i)   The domain of T includes LP°(M, M, tt0)Wi>(Af, 9JJ, m).

(ii) Iff is in L"i(M, M, tty) (j = 0, 1) let

Fy = {x in N; \ k(x)h(x) |   > y\,

where h = Tf,k = (8o r8i) u{q"~'li) and y >0. Then, letting X(y) = £(Fy) we have

(2-10) \(y) g ((Kj/y){\\f\[pj,N}y,

where Kj is a positive number, independent of f in LP>(M, 9JJ, iiy), and pj^qj.

Then T is defined on LP'(M, 3D?, /xs(()), for 0<t<l, and if f is in this space

\\Tf\\qt,Ht)^Kt\\f\\^w

where K, is independent off.
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We observe that if each of the functions a0, ah ft0, fti is identically 1, (2.9)

reduced to Theorem (1.3).

Proof of Theorem (2.9). We first show that the domain of P includes

LP>(M, 93J, nHt)). If / is in this last space, then Af is in LP'(M, 93c, if), by
Lemma (2.6). Let 4/ = g0+gi, where, for x in M

j[Af](x) if   \[Af](x)\   gl.

8o{x)-\    0      if \[Af)(x)\ >1.

gi is then defined by gi = Af—go-
Assume that po>pi (if po<pi the argument is exactly the same with the

roles of po and pi interchanged). Then, clearly

I g<>h ^ I Af\p>,     I gi\m ̂ I Af\pt-
Since 14/| "' is integrable with respect to f we have that g0 is in LP°(M, 93c\ f)

and gi is in LP'(M, 93c\ 0- Thus A~'go is in LP"(M, 93c1, Mo) and A~lgi is in

PPi(jVP 93?, Mi)- Hence, both P(4~1g0) and P(4-Jgi) are defined. But 4"'g0

+4_1gi=/ and, thus, by the first property in the definition of sublinear

operators, Tf is defined.

Now let us consider the operator S = BTA~l that maps LP'(M, 93c, f) into

Lql(N, 9t\ £). The above argument shows that S is well defined and, further-

more, it is easy to check that 5 is sublinear. Since, by Lemma (2.6) ||.4-1/|i j>,-.jiy

= l!/l|p,.f (j = 0, 1), inequality (2.10) asserts precisely that 5 is of weak types

(po, qo) and (pi, Ci) when we have the measures f on 93c1 and £ on 9c. Thus by

(1.3) there exists a constant, Kt, independent of g in LP'(M, 93c\ f), such that

\\Sg\U,.i ^ K,\\g\l,t-
But, by the isometric properties of A and B, this is equivalent to the assertion

that

\\Tf\Ut,m ̂ Kt\\f\\pt,^

ior all/ in LP'(M, 93c\ m»«>)- This proves the theorem.

The above proof also yields a more general formulation of Theorem (1.1)

as well. More precisely, we have:

Theorem (2.11). // P is a sublinear operator statisfying

||r/||9.,,. £ kMIw

for all f in LP>(M, 93c, jtiy), j = 0, 1; then, forO^t^l,

IIP/H,,.',<„  ^ Ko^KlWfWp^
for all f in L"'(M, 93J, /i»<o)i where po^pi and qaT^qi are real numbers not ex-

ceeded by 1.

This theorem was proved by a different method by one of us [8] in case
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T is linear. In that proof, the assumption that po^pi and qo^qi is not needed.

In fact, this assumption can also be done away with in (2.11) by combining

the methods in [l] and [8].

Remarks. (1). It is sometimes useful in the applications of Theorems (2.9)

and (2.10) to rewrite the inequalities obtained in the following way. Let

a, = a)lvi and bj = a)/a>, for j' = 0, 1. Then

||r/||4,,r(0 g KtM\p,,.^ \\Tfh,HI) ̂  kI^kUI^

become

(2 n) \\(Tf)b0     bi\\9r, ^ Kt\\fa0      ai||P(,w,

ii.    .  (i-0 (|, (i-0   «i|    O-O (,|
||(r/)0o      0i||9(l, SAo      Ai||/flo      Oi||p(l/1,

respectively.

(2). The restriction that neither «o nor ai are ever zero seems unavoid-

able. This is so since the Lp spaces we consider are spaces of equivalence

classes of functions and we need the fact that these equivalence classes re-

main invariant under the changes of measures we dealt with. In fact, Theo-

rems (2.9) and (2.11) were originally proved using the measures dp.0 = otodpt

and dpi = otidp.; that is, the functions a0 and cti were given at the outset. Dr.

L. Hormander suggested to us that we define dpi = dpto-\-dpu thereby allowing

treatment of the most general case.

3. Theorems of Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund. As a first application of

(2.9) we will establish certain generalizations of Paley's theorems on ortho-

normal series. These generalizations are the same as those of Marcinkiewicz

and Zygmund [5], though the proofs given here are quite different. We shall

need these theorems in the next section (2).

Let {<t>n}, n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , be an orthonormal system of functions defined

on the measure space (M, 9JJ, p.). We will assume that for a certain k> 2

(3.1) (f U»Nm)      =S Mn < *

for each positive integer n. We also include the case k = °° by assuming that,

in this case, ||(?5„||M = M„. All the following assertions hold for k= <*>, the argu-

ments being valid after only slight changes. We will also denote by / the num-

ber satisfying l/k-\-l/l=l. We will also assume that {<pn} is complete, though

quite a few of the following results go through without this assumption.

Given a function,/, in LP(M, W, it), l^p^2, then, for each n, fqbnfd\x = cn

is a finite number. This is so because (3.1) asserts that <j>„ is in Lk(M, W, p)

and this, together with the fact that 0„ is in L2(M, 9Ji, it), implies that cpn is

(2) In [ll] A. Zygmund proves the original Paley theorems by means of the Marcinkiewicz

interpolation theorem, which method is here adopted for the more general situation.
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in Lq(M, 93J, fi) where l/£ + l/g=l, since we must have 2^q^k. Thus the

mapping carrying / into the sequence {c„} is a well defined transformation.

We have, then, the following theorem which, in the case A= oo   and

M\ = M2= ■ ■ ■ =Mn= • ■ ■ , reduces to the original theorem of Paley.

Theorem (3.2). IfKp-^2 then

(3.3) (E \cn\PDn~^  ' ^ PJI/IU

where Pn= (M*)*/»-2>ra<*-»/<*-2\ Af* = maxys„ My.

Proof. Letting the operator P be the map/—>{c„}, we can apply (2.9) in

the following way. Let (N, 9c, v) be the positive integers with measure 1 as-

signed to each point, and using the notation established in (2.12), set b0(n)

= (Ml)~1. n~1/l, 6i(w) = l, for each n in N, a0(x) = l=ai(x), for x in M,

po = l = qo and pi = 2=qi. The measure £ then, evaluated at each n in N, is

easily seen to be

£(m) = (MnykK2-k)n2(-k-1^i-2-kK

If we can then show inequality (2.10), the conclusion of (2.9), for this

case, is easily seen to be (3.3) (letting t be that number satisfying 1/p

= (l-t)/p0+t/pi=(l-t)/l+t/2). But if p = q = 2 (i.e. t = l) (3.3) is just
Bessel's inequality. Hence we clearly have (2.10) for this case (see argument

in §1 that shows that type (p, q) implies weak type (p, q)). The case p = q = l

reduces to showing that X(y), the distribution function of

| [b0(n)]'l<l-2)cn\   = {(M„*)i/(-'+2>w1'f2-»| cn\ } = {(Mn*)*/(*-2)«(t-1)/(*-2)U„|}

with respect to the measure £, satisfies

(3.4) X(y) f£ (tfoH|/|k,)'

for all/in Ll(M, 93J, fi), and y>0.
LetP„= {n;(AfJ)*/<*-*'»<*-»'(*-«|cB| >y}, then X(y) =£(P„). On the other

hand,

I  Cn |     =  \j    tnfdfl     ̂    Mn\\f\\ I.,

by Holder's inequality and (3.1). Thus if

Fv = {w:[(Mt)*/«-2>«^1)/Ci-2)]Mt||/||i,fl > y)

we have EyEFy and, consequently, X(y) ^ £(Fy). Thus, it suffices to show that

*(F„) Ik (Kay-l\\j\WY-

Let «o be the first integer in Fy. We then have, since Mf0^M* if n0^n,
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ftp  )   —      V    (Jlf*)2«(2-A)w2(i-l)/(2-A:)   <;   (M*n)2kK2~k)   Y\   »*<*-!)/(*-*)

= K(M*no)2k^2-^nk^2-k\

where K is independent of «o- But since «o is in Fv we have

(y      Y /( /,   *Nl+*/(*-2)l  (      (*-l)/(*-2),.   ! .       *.2(*-l)!/<*-2)     (fc-l)I/(*-2)

tt-m— )   < (\(Mno) \\no ))   = (Mn<>) no
11/11 i."/

*    2fc/(4-2)    kKk-2)

= (Mno) no

Thus, taking reciprocals, and using the above inequality involving £(Fy), we

obtain (3.4) and, thus, the theorem is proved.

By considering adjoint transformations we can obtain, from this last theo-

rem, another generalized Paley theorem. We proceed as follows:

If (R, (R, r) is a <r-finite measure space and l/p-yi/q = l, £2:1, the F.

Riesz representation theorem asserts that if we are given a bounded linear

functional, £, on Lp, there exists a g in L" such that <£(/) = fnfgdr for all /

in Lp and, furthermore, ||£|| =||g||3,r. From now on we will restrict ourselves

to tr-finite measure spaces (the following theorems are valid in more general

settings but we shall not deal with such problems here). We put fiifgdr

= (f, g) f°r / m Lp and g in L".

Let \(f>n} be the orthonormal system of Theorem (3.2) and Kp^2. Con-

sider the linear transformation A: LP(M, 9JJ, n)~^lp (lp is the class of all se-

quences \an\ with Ela»r < °°) that assigns to/the sequence

{ (M*n)kl'(*-*> (l-2/P)M(*-D /(k-2)(l-2/p)(j\

where dn = Jnrf^ndpt. Theorem (3.2) asserts that A is bounded. Thus the

adjoint, A* of A must be a bounded linear transformation, with the same

norm as A, defined on l" with range in L"(M, SfR, it). If/is in LP(M, 9Ji, it) and

5= {an} is in l", we must have (Af, s)= (/, A*s), and, in particular, (A<f>„, s)

= {<pn, A*s) for each n. But we see from the definition of A that (Ad>n, s)

= Dn1~2,p)an. On the other hand, since A* is bounded we must have

/     °° \1/<Z

(3-5) \\A*s\\q„ <K(  E I On\<)    .

Letting cn= {A<f>n, s) = D'n1~2'p)a„, we see that (3.5) is equivalent to

WA'slU^K^tlcnl'Dn^y*.

But 2q/p — q = q — 2. We thus have the following theorem.

Theorem (3.6). Let 2^q<k and suppose that the series
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| C„ |  Dn <   °° ,
n—l

then there exists a unique function, f, in Lq(M, 93J, fi) such that

/f4>ndfi = cn
M

for all n, and furthermore,

(3.7) MU,^K^t\cn\qDir))1'q.

The best constant, K, in (3.7) is the same as the best constant in (3.3) for the

index p satisfying l/p + l/q = l.

Now let us suppose that the measure space (M, 93}, fi) is an interval in the

real line with Lebesgue measure. We shall assume for simplicity that the inter-

val has the form (0, oo). It can easily be shown that the following theorems,

with appropriate modifications, hold for any real interval.

We again suppose that {<pn} is an orthonormal system satisfying (3.1).

If we interchange in Theorems (3.2) and (3.6) the role of/and the coefficients

cn we obtain generalizations of two more Paley theorems that were also ob-

tained in [5]. Theorem (3.9) below can be obtained from Theorem (2.9) in

a manner completely analogous to the proof of Theorem (3.2). (3.8) is just

the adjoint of (3.9).

Theorem (3.8). Let g^2 and suppose that f is in Lq(0, oo) with respect to

the measure dfj. = x(q~2)"dx. Let Cn = fof4>ndx be the Fourier coefficients of f with

respect to {<£„}. Then

[2-,\cn\Mn    J      ^ Pj,j(    I      |/(x)|x dx\     .

Theorem (3.9). Suppose l<p^2 and that both ^2\cn\pM2.~p and E|c»|2

are finite. Then there exists a function f with Fourier coefficients cn satisfying

I    I     | f(x) | x dx\      ^ Kp, 11   2^  I cn | Mn    j    .

It is interesting to note that these two theorems do not involve the con-

stants M* of Theorems (3.2) and (3.6). It is still an open question if these two

latter theorems hold when the Pn's are defined with the constants Mn in

place of the M*'s.

4. A generalization of a theorem of H. R. Pitt. From now on, if £^1,

p' will denote the number satisfying l/p-{-l/p' = 1.

Let f(x) be defined on (—tt, tt) and suppose that/(x) is in L1( — ir, it); let
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an =  j   f(x)e~inxdx.

H. R. Pitt has proved the following [6]:

Theorem (4.1).

(EKKM + i)~x<)   = A[ J  \f(x)\p\x\^dxj

whenever 0^a<l/p', q^p and X = l/q-\-l/p — l+a2;0.

The following special cases are noteworthy:

(i) when a=X = 0 then q = p' and we have the Hausdorff-Young inequal-

ity.

(ii) when q = p and a = 0 then we have the inequality of Hardy and Little-

wood; similarly for q = p and X = 0.

One of us [8] has shown that (4.1) can be generalized to a theorem involv-

ing Fourier coefficients with respect to an arbitrary, uniformly bounded,

orthonormal system defined on a real interval. It is our aim to extend this

last theorem, and, hence, Pitt's theorem, to include orthonormal systems

satisfying (3.1).

Let us, then, suppose that {</>n(;e)} is an orthonormal system satisfying

(3.1) with respect to Lebesgue measure on the interval (0, 1). We then have

the following

Theorem (4.2). Let f(x) be a function on (0, 1) with Fourier coefficients cn

with respect to {(?>„}. Then

(4.3)       ( E | c^D^M^^y < a(J* \f(x) \'\ *r"dxf*

where Kp, q^p, 0^a<l/p'-l/k, \ = l/p + (2-l)/q-l+a^0 and A de-
pends on I, a, p and q.

We observe that if in (4.3) we put p = q and X = 0 we obtain Theorem

(3.8). For p = q, a = 0 (4.3) becomes (3.3). When a=X = 0 and 1= 1 we obtain

a generalization of the Hausdorff-Young theorem. The interval (0, 1) is not

essential, any interval in the real line would do. If the interval is of the form

(0, a), (4.3) is unchanged provided fl is substituted for /J. For other intervals

the measure x(q~2)"dx has to be slightly altered.

Proof of Theorem (4.2). We simplify the argument by breaking up the

proof into several special cases, as was done in [8]. These special cases are

the most interesting ones included in (4.3).

The proof will involve various applications of Theorems (2.9) or (2.11)

(either of these will do). The chief "end points" results are (3.3) and (3.8),

which we rewrite here for handy reference.
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/   °° _A1/p /   C1 \1,p

(1) (Z|  Cn \PDn~ j        ̂    Kp,k (^ J       | f(x) \pdXJ

where Kp^2, and

(2) I  2^ \Cn\ Mn    1     ^ ^3.4   I    \f(x)\ x dx)

where q^.2.

Case 1. p = q = 2.

Here, and in the following cases, we shall always apply Theorem (2.11)

(or (2.9)) to the operator P mapping / into its Fourier coefficients cn when

we are given two inequalities asserting that T is of types (po, qo) and (pi, qi)

with possibly different measures. We shall refer to this application by saying

that we interpolate between these two inequalities.

Let Kp-^2 and a=(2-p)/2p, then 0^a<l/2-l/A. Also let q^2 and

interpolate between (1) and (2) with b0(n) =Dip-2)/p, bl(n)=M^i)'1', a0(x)

= 1, and ai(x)=x(«-2)/«(. For t = l/2 we obtain

/—, i     i«   -i.   -2a\1/2 /  f\   , ,|2 2./1   Y/2
(3) yL\cn\T)n     Mn       ) ^A4j        I/(*) I   * <**)

for 0^a<l/2 —1/A and X = a, which is (4.3) in the case p = q = 2.

Case 2. Kp = q^2.

Rewrite (3) in the form

(30       (e |cn\2D:wM:2y2^ a,(J^1 i/(x)\2x2mdxy

with 0^/3<l/2-l/A.
Now suppose p, a, X are given with Kp^2, a<l/p' — 1/A and \ = 2/p — l

+a=^0. Put in (1) the index po, where l/po = 1/^+a- Then we must have

l/l>l/Po^l/2. In (3') let ft= l/p+a-1/2 = l/po~ 1/2. We thus have
ft<l/l-l/2 = l/2-l/k, since 1/£0<1/P and, also, /3^0, since l/po^l/2.
Thus the conditions on ft in (3') are satisfied. Let t = a/(l/p-Ya —1/2) =a/ft,

then, clearly, 0i»£:gl. Interpolating between (1) and (3') we obtain:

I  E I cn\ [Dn Mn Dn j  J      S AVA   I    | f(x) \ (x    ) dx j     ■

But  -ap+p(l~a/ft)(po-2)/po= -\p and   -ap=-\pA-2-p. Thus the

last inequality becomes

(4) I   E  |c„| P„   M„ J      g ^P.„l   I     |/(x)| x     dx)

for Kp<2, a<l/p'-l/k and X = 2/£-l+a^0.
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Case 3. l/p + (2-l)/q = l, Kp^2.
Here we make use of

(5) SUp  {   |  Cn\/Mn}    ̂ (f     \f(x) \ldX\       .

If p and q are given and satisfy the above conditions, let t be such that

l/p = (l—t)/l+t/l, then 0<t^l, and let Bt = a. We now interpolate between

(3') and (5) obtaining:

(j^\cn\QMna qD„"qJ    ^ APJ \f(x)\"xaP  dxj

where l/p + (2-l)/q= 1, Kp^2 and 0£a<l/l-l/p.

But, since l/q = t/2, (1 —t)q = q — 2. Thus we have:

(6) (  E I cn\ Mn Dn   j     g, APJ   J    \f(x)\ x     dx)

Vfhere l/p + (2-l)/q = l, Kp^2, 0^a<l/p'-l/k andX = a.
Case 4. Kp^2.

Rewrite (4) as follows:

/T\ /    V"1    !        \p rT',p i1r~l'p+(-2~p'>\ ^     A        I     C     I  rf   \ \p   apl'j   \    '(7) (   E I c„ | Z>„   Mn 1     ^ ^J   I    |/(x)| x     dx)

for Kp^2, 0^a<l/p'-l/k and ii = 2/p-l+a=i0. Let qt = (l-t)/q+t/p
lor O^t^l and interpolate between (6) and (7). We obtain:

/^    I 191,,,-»+1-2/4) (1-0 _.-«U-0,,-G»+l-*/lO«„-J'«.«« Y'"
(    E    I  C» I     (Af» Dn Mn Dn      )       )

^   ̂ p.^.af     I       |/(*)|VP    rfxj        .

Let \ = l/p-\-(2—l)/qt — l-\-a. Then it can easily be checked, using the rela-

tionship l/p + (2-l)/q = l, that

[(a + 1 - 2/?)(l - <) + (u + 1 - 2/p)t]qt = \qt + qt - 2

and a(l— t)qt+kitqt='Kqt.

Thus we have:

(8) I    E    I  C„ j     Z>„       Mn j ^   ̂ J>,9,,«(      I        | /(*) |   * ^)

for/<£g2, 0^a<l/£'-l/ife,X=V/>+(2-0/g*-l+a^0, andq^p.
The last condition follows from the fact that since l/p-\-(2—l)/q = l we

have q = ((2—l)/(p — l))p, thus g2;£, and it follows that qt^p.
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Inequality (8) is (4.3) in case Kp^2. To obtain the case p7z2 we can

deduce a parallel sequence of inequalities. Instead of (4) we can obtain the

analogous inequality for p = q^2 by interpolating between (2) and (3). We

can then use this result and (5) to obtain the remainder of the theorem in a

way similar to that yielding (8). This completes the proof of (4.2).

By taking the adjoint operators to the ones occurring in Theorem (4.2)

we obtain another interesting theorem relating the Fourier coefficients and

their associated functions. Such a theorem would contain Theorems (3.6)

and (3.9) as special cases. We shall, however, let the matter stand here.
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